Town car lincoln

The Lincoln Town Car is a model line of full-size luxury sedans that was marketed by the
Lincoln division of the American automaker Ford Motor Company. Deriving its name from a
limousine body style , Lincoln marketed the Town Car from to , with the nameplate previously
serving as the flagship trim of the Lincoln Continental. Marketed nearly exclusively as a
four-door sedan a two-door sedan was offered for only , many examples of the Town Car were
used for fleet and livery limousine service. From to its discontinuation, the Town Car was the
longest car produced by Ford worldwide, becoming the longest mass-production car sold in
North America from to That factory was closed in September ; the final Lincoln Town Car came
off the assembly line on August 29, In the s, a town car was a body design typically used for
limousines. The description originated from the horse-drawn carriage that featured an open
chauffeur's compartment with a fixed roof for the passengers. Later, the " sedan de Ville " was
used as a model name by Cadillac, the primary rival to the Lincoln Continental from the s to the
s. For , Lincoln augmented it's pre-existing Continental lineup with the addition of two formal
sedans known as the Town Car and Limousine. Both new vehicles featured pillared
construction, interiors of broadcloth and scotch-grain leather as well as deep pile carpeting. No
options were offered with all equipment including air conditioning being standard; the
Limousine came with a glass partition between the front and rear seats. In addition to the
slightly restrained styling, the change in the roofline was also functional. To add rear-seat
legroom, the rear seat was repositioned without any modification in the wheelbase. In the years
to follow both Imperial and Cadillac would redesign the rooflines on their own range-topping
vehicles the LeBaron and Fleetwood Sixty-Special to appear more formal and limousine-like.
One of the rarest vehicles ever produced by Ford Motor Company, [5] Town Cars and 83
Limousines were produced from to ; all examples were painted black. For , the Town Car name
returned as a trim package option, including leather seating surfaces and deeper cut-pile
carpeting. A raised molding over the roof incorporated coach lamps on the B-pillars. As with the
Town Car, the Town Coupe was offered with a standard vinyl roof. As part of the redesign of the
Lincoln roofline, the Town Car adopted the oval opera windows of the Mark IV coupe, with the
Town Coupe given a large rectangular opera window. The Continental Town Car proved to be a
success for the division, becoming the most popular Lincoln vehicle of the s as the Mark IV and
Mark V were not technically branded as Lincolns. Closeup image of rear roofline of a Lincoln
Continental Town Car, showing padded rear vinyl roof and opera windows. For , Lincoln
became the final American brand to market downsized full-size cars. In its redesign, the Lincoln
Continental shifted from the largest production sedan in North America to a design with a
smaller exterior footprint than Cadillac. Though technically not badged a Lincoln, the Mark VI
shared its chassis and much of the body with the Continental to reduce development and
production costs. Following the early withdrawal of the slow-selling Lincoln Versailles ,
Lincoln-Mercury dealers offered three highly similar vehicles across a wide price range in the
same showroom. The discontinuation of the Versailles also marked the return of Lincoln
exclusively to the full-size sedan segment, leaving nothing to sell against European-brand
luxury vehicles. For , Lincoln underwent a revision to transition its full-size model range from
three nameplates to one, commencing a multi-year transition throughout all three Ford
divisions. For , the Continental went on hiatus, with Lincoln shifting the nameplate to a mid-size
sedan for A model year removed from the extensive downsizing of its full-size model range, the
Lincoln division underwent a revision of its nameplates. Following the discontinuation of the
compact Versailles sedan, Lincoln was left marketing six nearly identical vehicles Continental,
Continental Town Car, and Mark VI, all offered both as two-door and four-door sedans. Largely
similar to the Lincoln Continental, the Lincoln Town Car was offered as a two-door and
four-door sedan the Town Coupe nameplate was discontinued. At the time of its launch, the
Town Car was initially slated for replacement by front-wheel drive model lines in anticipation of
further volatility in fuel prices ; as fuel prices began to stabilize, demand rose for the model line,
leading Lincoln-Mercury to produce the Town Car through the s with few visible changes. Over ,
were sold for , the highest ever for the model line. Delayed to the model year due to engineering
issues, the Panther platform meant radically different exterior dimensions for the Lincoln
models. The new Panther platform meant reduced overall size, better suspension geometry, and
upgraded power steering with a reduced turning diameter by over 8 feet compared to the
Lincoln Continental. For , gas-pressurized shocks were added. Following the introduction of the
Lincoln Town Car in , the 5. In Canada, the V8 remained carbureted until These engines are
identifiable by their cast aluminum upper intake manifolds with horizontal throttle body vertical
throttle plate ; this replaced the traditional throttle body with a carburetor-style top-mounted air
cleaner previously used. Introduced in the Lincoln Continental for and marketed in all
Panther-platform vehicles in , the Lincoln Town Car was equipped with the 4-speed AOD
automatic overdrive transmission, the sole transmission of examples. All Town Cars from to

featured an optional trailer towing package which included dual exhausts , a 3. During the late s,
the sales of the Lincoln Continental had held steady and the Continental Mark V would go on to
outsell its Cadillac Eldorado counterpart. As with its predecessors, the Town Car features
nearly flat body sides, sharp-edged fenders, and a radiator-style grille. In a major departure,
hideaway headlamps gave way to exposed halogen headlamps the first on a full-size Lincoln
since Another first included fully framed door glass retractable vent windows were now
standard ; in sharp contrast to its Ford and Mercury counterparts, the window frames were
painted matte black. While chrome trim remained around the headlamps and window frames, in
a break from Lincoln tradition, it was deleted from the top of the fenders. After only 4, two-door
Town Cars were sold in , the bodystyle was discontinued for In the shift from rebadging the
Continental to the Lincoln Town Car for , Lincoln replaced the "Continental" badging above the
headlights with "Town Car", which was removed in A padded roof was standard equipment on
all Town Cars, with its design determined by trim level. On standard-trim Town Cars, a
leather-grained vinyl full-length covering with center pillar coach lamps was fitted. For
Signature Series and Cartier trims, a padded vinyl coach roof covering the rear half of the roof
with a frenched smaller rear window opening was fitted; the coach roof was also an option on
standard-trim Town Cars. On non-Cartier Town Cars, a full-length cloth canvas roof was an
option; imitating the look of a convertible, the design deleted the C-pillar quarter windows.
During the s, the Lincoln Town Car would undergo several exterior revisions. For , the model
was given a mid-cycle facelift. In addition to slightly improving its aerodynamics, the design
was intended to visually shorten the car though length was essentially unchanged. The front
and rear bumpers were redesigned, better integrating them into the bodywork. The rear fascia
was redesigned; distinguished by redesigned taillamps, the trunklid was better integrated with
the rear fenders. For , to meet federal regulations, a center brake light was added in the rear
window. For , the grille was updated with a brushed-metal panel between the taillamps, which
now featured the reverse lamps. The "Lincoln" front-end badging is moved from above left
headlight onto grille and changed to large sans-serif script. In the rear, the brushed-metal panel
was given a pinstripe finish and all badging was moved from the panel onto the trunk lid. All
models feature a landau roof with a smaller, more formal "frenched" rear window. All
non-Cartier models also include an embedded Lincoln "star" emblems in their opera windows.
The interior of the Lincoln Town Car featured many advanced luxury options for its time.
Signature Series and Cartier models featured 6-way power seats and manual seatback recliners
for the driver and front passenger; the Lincoln Town Car adopted a split front bench seat
previously seen on the Mark coupes. Several electronic features included an optional
digital-display trip computer showing the driver "miles to empty" and based on driver input an
"estimated time of arrival". A keypad -based keyless entry system unlocked the vehicle through
a 5-digit combination factory-programmed or owner-programmed. Mounted above the driver
door handle, the keypad allowed the driver to lock all four doors; after entering the code, the
driver could unlock the doors or release the trunklid. Along with keyfob-based systems, the
keypad system is still in use on Ford and Lincoln vehicles as of As part of the update, the
Lincoln Town Car was the first Ford vehicle to feature a CD player as an option as part of a
speaker JBL premium stereo system ; [14] while was the final year for the option of 8-track
players and CB radios for the Town Car. For , the front-seat head restraints were replaced with a
taller 4-way articulating design; walnut burl trim replaced much of the satin black trim on the
lower dash. For , the instrument cluster was updated; for Town Cars with analog gauges, the
instrument panel was given round dials in square bezels. In addition, new wood trim was added
to the dashboard and steering wheel. As before, the special-edition package consisted of
exclusively-coordinated exterior colors and interior designs, with the Cartier logo embroidered
in place of the Lincoln "star" emblem on the seats. For , the package underwent a redesign with
new upholstery design and new two-tone metallic beige platinum added alongside the
traditional platinum silver and two-tone arctic white. Sail America Commemorative Edition This
special edition Signature Series model came in white with a blue carriage roof and had a white
leather interior with blue piping and special badging. This replaced a proposed Gucci edition
Town Car that had been in the works. Gucci Edition Signature Series Gucci Edition had a
special blue canvas roof with fluorescent B-pillar light and a special blue badge on the C Pillar
with the word signature. It was designated in the VIN number as code For the model year, the
Cadillac DeVille and Fleetwood , traditional competitors of the Lincoln Town Car, shifted to
front-wheel drive platforms The Fleetwood Brougham retained its rear-drive platform and styling
, becoming smaller than the Lincoln Continental. At the time, Lincoln marketed the larger size of
the Town Car as a selling point. In response to the downsized Cadillacs, Lincoln introduced a
series of advertisements in late titled "The Valet" which depicted parking attendants having
trouble distinguishing Cadillacs from lesser Buicks Electras and Oldsmobiles Ninety-Eights ,

with the question "Is that a Cadillac? What a Luxury Car Should Be. After ten years on the
market nine of them as the Town Car relatively unchanged, the Lincoln Town Car was given an
extensive redesign inside and out, being launched on October 5, , as a model. In a move to
bring a new generation of buyers to the Lincoln brand, the Town Car adopted a far more
contemporary image, bringing it in line with the Continental and Mark VII. In addition, the Town
Car adopted a new range of safety and luxury features and would mark the debut of a
powertrain that would see usage in a wide variety of Ford Motor Company vehicles. The
second-generation Town Car was a sales success and became one of the best-selling full-size
U. During the late s and early s, Town Car sales regularly exceeded , units with , Town Cars
being sold in alone. The final compromise of the committee sought to keep the identity of the
Town Car thus avoiding repeating the mistakes of Cadillac while introducing a contemporary
vehicle for the s. In , a second factor driving the design of the FN36 project was initiated, as the
United States government introduced regulations mandating passive restraints on vehicles
produced after September 1, ; along with automatic seat belts , out of necessity, automakers
began to reconsider the use of airbags as passive restraints. At the time the FN36 project was
launched in , to extend the life of the Town Car, Lincoln-Mercury began a number of
advertisements satirizing the newly introduced Cadillac model line, making them out to be
indistinguishable from a Buick, Pontiac, and Oldsmobile. In March , the design freeze for the
project occurred, with an intended production start of mid The second-generation Lincoln Town
Car would become the first domestic Ford vehicle engineered outside of the company and
constructed by foreign suppliers, with International Automotive Design of Brighton, England
handling the engineering, while Japan-based Ogihara Iron Works supplying all of the Town Car
body panels from its own factory near the Wixom plant. From to , the Town Car would go from
over a year behind its production date to two weeks ahead of schedule. To lower the
development and production costs of the extensive redesign, Ford Motor Company retained the
Panther platform for the Lincoln Town Car, continuing its use of rear-wheel drive. In a major
change, rear air suspension introduced as an option for all three Panther vehicles in became
standard equipment on all Town Cars. For , the Town Car was produced with inch rear drum
brakes identical to its predecessor ; for , they were replaced by inch solid rotor disc brakes. In
its redesign for the model year, Lincoln stylists sought a completely new design for the Town
Car. Many traditional Lincoln styling cues were heavily reworked or abandoned completely.
Although the Town Car would keep its formal notchback sedan roofline, the flat-sided fenders
and angular lines seen since the Continentals and Mark IIIs of the late s disappeared. Stylists
made the body more aerodynamic reducing drag coefficient from 0. In a move to market the
Town Car towards buyers of contemporary vehicles, several other changes were made.
Although two-tone paint remained available featuring a lower body accent color in gray metallic
, monotone paint schemes would become increasingly standard. In a major change, a vinyl roof
was no longer offered, since vinyl roofs declined in popularity among many buyers. Spoked
aluminum wheels were dropped from the options list for , while locking wire wheel discs
remained through In late , the exterior was given a minor update with a new grille and slightly
redesigned tail lamp lenses distinguished by a "checkerboard" pattern for models. Although the
bumper largely remained unchanged, the front fascia was updated as the headlamp clusters are
changed to a clear-lens design and separated from the grille. The grille was redesigned,
returning to the design in a surround fitting closer to the body. The rear fascia saw the trim
between the tail lamps redesigned, featuring additional running lights, while the reverse lamps
were moved from the outer edges of the reflector panel to the center, beneath the lid lock cover
similar to the - models. In a departure from the Lincoln Continental and Mark VII, the use of the
Panther platform necessitated a degree of component sharing with the Ford and Mercury
counterparts. Although fitted with its own seats and door panels, [31] the Town Car was fitted
with essentially the same dashboard as the Mercury Grand Marquis versions with digital
instruments retain the instrument panel layout from In , the wood trim was changed to an
orange-toned walnut. New for the model year was an integrated, voice-activated in-car cellular
telephone concealed in the center armrest, which featured a speakerphone as well as a rearview
mirror-mounted microphone for hands-free calling. As part of its Mid-cycle refresh, the interior
saw a greater degree of change than the exterior. To bring the design up to date and in line with
the rest of the Lincoln line , the dashboard and door panels featured a curved design, while
influenced by the Mark VIII, the 6-passenger design of the Town Car precluded the adoption of a
center console in the interior. To increase storage space, the dual center armrests of the front
seats on Signature and Cartier models were redesigned to include storage compartments to
hold cassettes and the optional cellular telephone. The dashboard design continued into the
new door panels, now with an illuminated power window and seat adjuster cluster, and a
back-lit power door lock switch placed higher on the door. Releases for the trunk and fuel door

were moved from the dashboard onto the lower driver's door. Redesigned seat patterns now
offered an available driver and front passenger electric heat feature. The radio antenna was
integrated into the rear window. For , the climate controls were again redesigned; while Cartier
Designer Editions featured genuine wood trim on the dashboard and door panels. In , few
changes were made: the rear center armrest added a pair of cup holders, while Cartier models
gained rear-seat vanity mirrors mounted in the headliner. Also in , the trim level badges were
moved to the front fenders in place of the "Town Car" badges. Subsequently, the rear side
opera windows no longer featured their trim level engravings. For , the base trim was renamed
Executive Series. From to , the Lincoln Town Car was available with a factory towing package.
The Signature Series added a digital vacuum fluorescent instrument cluster, trip computer, and
standard alloy wheels. The Cartier Edition was fitted with the same features as the Signature
Series, adding a JBL-branded sound system with an amplifier, a security system, alloy spoked
wheels, and other details, such as cloth and leather seats. In addition to the three standard
trims of the Lincoln Town Car, various special edition option packages were produced by
Lincoln excluding dealer-produced versions. Jack Nicklaus Signature Series The Jack Nicklaus
Signature Series was a special-edition option package for the Town Car Signature Series that
was featured a green exterior with a white top; the interior consisted of white leather with green
accents. Another version of the package was sold with a white exterior and a standard roof; the
interior trim was similar, with white leather seats and green carpets and trim. Most Jack
Nicklaus editions have ornaments and wording on the exterior trimmed in gold including green
and gold "Golden Bear" badges on the front fenders. Regatta Edition The Regatta Edition was a
maritime-themed special-edition option package for the Signature Series, with approximately 1,
produced. The package consisted of White Oxford leather seats with optional blue seat piping ,
with regatta blue carpeting; the doors and instrument panel featured matching blue-color trim.
The package was often paired with a white oxford vinyl carriage roof featuring embroidery on
the "C" pillar near the opera windows. Spinnaker Edition Replacing the Regatta Edition, the
Spinnaker Edition option package featured tri-coat paint, two-toned leather seats, the Spinnaker
logo on the floor mats, and 16" spoked aluminum wheels. Featuring a unique accent stripe,
leather seats, wood instrument panel trim, window badging, cellular telephone , power
moonroof , JBL audio system, auto electrochromatic dimming mirror with compass, and
traction assist , [34] the Diamond Anniversary Edition included nearly every available option on
the Lincoln Town Car. At its redesign, the Lincoln Town Car was offered with relatively few
options, with nearly all features as standard equipment. On the Signature Series, the only
options were leather seat trim, a moonroof, a disc CD changer, a JBL sound system, a security
system, and an onboard telephone. The redesign highlighted several new features that had
never been available before on the Town Car. A two-position driver's memory seat was standard
on Cartier Editions optional on Signature Series ; the memory seats featured an 8-way
adjustment for both seats and inflatable lumbar support. While technically a carryover feature
from , the Electrochromic Dimming Mirror was redesigned for the much wider rear window of
the new Town Car. A number of advances were made in the safety features available for the
Lincoln Town Car, with ABS becoming an optional feature in Following the return of 4-wheel
disc brakes to the Town Car in for the first time since , ABS became standard in Initially, the
Town Car came with dual airbags as standard equipment. However, due to a March 14, fire at
the facility where the passenger airbag's propellant was produced, [35] the passenger airbag
essentially became a delete option , with a credit on the window sticker issued for the price of
the missing airbag. Upon owner request, for the price of the issued credit, the passenger airbag
would be installed once supply became available. Shifting away from the straight-lined design
language used by full-size Lincoln sedans for over 35 years, the Town Car adopted the rounded
exterior of the Lincoln Mark VIII and Lincoln Continental. The third generation of the Town Car
marked several major changes within Lincoln-Mercury. From to , the Lincoln-Mercury division
became a brand of Premier Automotive Group , a division of Ford created to manage its
premium automotive brands acquired during the s; following organizational difficulties leading
to Lincoln once again falling behind Cadillac in sales by , Lincoln-Mercury was restored under
its previous divisional structure during To continue the Town Car, for the model year,
production of the Town Car was transferred to the St. For its redesign in the model year, the
Lincoln Town Car retained the Ford Panther platform that had underpinned its predecessor. To
improve the cornering stability of the Town Car, a Watt's linkage was fitted to the solid rear axle
suspension a change also seen in its Mercury and Ford counterparts. The front brake calipers
were changed to a larger dual-piston design; inch wheels became standard. For , the chassis of
the Town Car was extensively redesigned and changes were made to the tuning of the
suspension. The steering system was changed from a recirculating-ball to a rack-and-pinion
configuration. For the first time since its introduction, the 4. From to , the Town Car used the

4R70W 4-speed automatic that was introduced in From onward, the heavier-duty 4R75W
replaced it. While three inches shorter than its predecessor, the Town Car gained two inches in
width and an inch in height becoming the tallest Lincoln sedan in 40 years. In a major break
from Lincoln styling tradition, the Town Car abandoned many of the straight-edged lines of its
predecessor. Adopting styling cues of the outgoing Mark VIII and the Continental, the Town Car
adopted a curved design scheme in place of the previous straight-lined body. While the radiator
grille was retained, its rectangular shape was changed to oval its waterfall pattern was adopted
by the Lincoln Navigator introduced alongside it , and the hood ornament was deleted. The
curved design scheme carried further to the rear of the Town Car, in the C-pillar losing its opera
windows into the trunklid. To differentiate from its Mercury counterpart, the Town Car switched
to individual taillamps, deleting the filler panel on the trunklid; a large chrome surround was
used on the trunklid to mount the license plate. In , the stretched Town Car L was introduced,
with a six-inch stretch in its wheelbase. To produce the variant at a lower cost, the B-pillar was
widened on versions to use the existing rear door glass of the standard Town Car. In , the Town
Car L was redesigned, giving it model-specific doors proportioned to the longer roofline; these
versions are distinguished by wider rear quarter glass in the doors. In , coinciding with the
chassis redesign, the body of the Town Car underwent a number of changes. To bring it in line
with contemporary Lincoln vehicles, the lower body was squared off; the oval grille was
redesigned in the style of the Lincoln LS ; the hood ornament made its return after a 5-year
absence. As with its predecessors, the Lincoln Town Car visibly shares few common interior
parts with its Ford and Mercury counterparts aside from its steering column, radio, and climate
controls. To improve ergonomics, power seat controls on Signature and Cartier models are
relocated from the seat to door panel Executive Series, in Seat-mounted side airbags become
standard on all Town Cars for In the same year, the Executive Series regained its rear-seat
center armrest initially deleted in a cost-cutting move. A new in-vehicle telematics system,
called "RESCU", included a rearview mirror with integrated microphone and SOS and roadside
assistance buttons, and replaced the previous in-car telephone with a portable Motorola
Timeport cellular telephone that now featured voice recognition. The system was discontinued
after the model year. For its redesign, the interior of the Lincoln Town Car saw extensive
changes. To differentiate the Town Car from the Mercury Grand Marquis, the radio and climate
controls were integrated into a single unit with an analog clock; the interior was given a
model-specific wood trim bordered by satin metal. The redesign included new seats,
distinguished by taller head restraints. For , for the first time since , the Town Car received a
redesigned steering wheel. For , the instrument panel was redesigned, with the Town Car
gaining a tachometer alongside its Ford and Mercury counterparts; The Town Car was one of
the last American-market vehicles sold without one. As part of the shift in assembly plants, to
streamline production, Lincoln deleted or standardized many features of the Town Car, leaving
only 4 remaining options: HID headlamps, whitewall tires, polished spoke wheels in place of
spoke "machine-finish" wheels , and a trunk organizer. At its redesign for , the Lincoln Town
Car was produced in three trim levels: Executive Series primarily for fleets and livery sales ,
Signature Series, and Cartier Designer Edition. For , the Town Car line was expanded as Lincoln
introduced a Premium option package for the Signature Series, Cartier, and Signature Touring;
the Premium option package is distinguished by a glass sunroof. For , the Town Car was
redesigned to have a new look and the Executive became the base model. The Signature was
the next step up, and then the Cartier and Cartier L. Ultimate buyers could now opt for
"upgraded" leather seat trim. A touchscreen GPS navigation system radio became available for
the first time, available on the new Ultimate trim. For , the Ultimate was replaced by the
Signature Limited first introduced as an option in along with the Designer Series in Also in ,
Signature Limited models equipped with the GPS navigation system radio also came equipped
with a new THX Certified premium audio system, adding tweeter speakers in the upper corners
of the front door panels, and a more powerful amplifier, and all Town Car models could be
paired with Sirius Satellite Radio , regardless of radio option. Effectively replacing the Cartier,
the Designer Series offered a two-tone interior with Provence leather and adjustable head
restraints; the exterior was distinguished by chrome wheels and B-pillar trim. For through , the
Signature Limited became the sole trim available on the standard-wheelbase Town Car along
with the long-wheelbase Signature L; the Executive Series remained in production for fleet and
livery sales. Town Cars with the option package featured a black-painted grille, exterior chrome
delete, black wood interior fitted with perforated leather seats, and a JBL sound system. Limited
Edition In , Lincoln offered a Limited trim; having Limited badges on the C-pillar, fog lights,
heated and memory seats, as well as Arden inserts in the rims and grille. For , the Limited
offered two-tone paint schemes in addition to two-tone seats with Limited badges on the C-pillar
as well, but no fog lights. Pro Series Offered in , a special Pro-series badge was placed on the

C-pillars; having the background of a golf course. This badge was stitched onto the front seats,
in addition to having chrome 9-spoke rims and a two-tone color scheme. Continental Edition
Offered in and was the Continental Edition package; available as an option only on the
Signature Limited trim. The package added Continental badging, chrome inch wheels, and
accents to the B-pillars. On the interior, the Continental name was embroidered on the front
seats and front floor mats. The Lincoln Town Car was the first production sedan in the world to
receive US five-star crash ratings in every category. Featuring a standard V8 engine ,
body-on-frame design, rear-wheel drive and large exterior and interior dimensions, [48] the
Town Car became popular in livery and commercial service. In commercial service, the typical
Lincoln Town Car saw a life expectancy of well over , miles. This design made them durable
even in the rough conditions taxi and livery cars are subjected to, and easy and cheap to repair
when they did suffer damage. The Lincoln Town Car was popular as a stretch limousine donor
chassis; it was the most commonly used limousine and chauffeured car in the United States
and Canada. The Presidential Town Car limousine arrived in and was the state car for the entire
presidency of George H. It was succeeded by a Cadillac Fleetwood , used by his successor, Bill
Clinton. Displayed at George Bush Presidential Library. A new "L" designation was used for
extended-wheelbase Town Cars from to Also included was a two-way travel switch for the front
passenger seat base a feature shared with the extended-wheelbase Jaguar XJ. The L
designation was applied to the top-of-line Cartier â€” , Ultimate only , and Signature â€” trim
levels. Fleet buyers received it under the Executive L trim designation. For â€”02 versions, the
"L" edition is identified by a widened B-pillar , bearing the Lincoln "star" ornament; maintaining
parts commonality with the standard Town Car. The "L" editions had longer rear doors,
featuring wider versions of the fixed windows. Starting in , the Lincoln Town Car had been
available featuring ballistic protection from the factory. Only a few dealers in the US were
authorized to sell this series. The L3 was introduced in and had a wheelbase of 3, millimetres
For , the L1 was introduced and had a wheelbase of 3, millimetres During the s, in spite of
declining sales, the Town Car remained one of the highest-selling American-brand luxury
sedans. Outside of retail markets, it was the most used limousine and chauffeured car in the
United States and Canada. In , as part of The Way Forward , Ford considered ending production
of Lincoln's largest model as part of the closing of the Wixom Assembly Plant. Following the
model year, however, the Town Car was discontinued for retail sale in Canada, available
exclusively for fleet and livery customers afterward. In , the fate of all three Panther-platform
models was determined when Ford announced the closure of the St. Thomas Assembly Plant.
For the limousine and livery markets, Ford had promised availability of the Town Car through
the model year; [67] retail sales continued on a limited basis in the United States and for export.
In , Ford announced the closure of the Mercury brand at the end of the year, effectively making
the Town Car the final model line sold for retail sale produced by St. Thomas Assembly retail
sales of the Crown Victoria ended after On August 29, , the final Town Car rolled off the
assembly line, without any fanfare or announcement from Ford; [1] St. Thomas Assembly
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taillights will also look different. What about the interior redesign? It seems that the Upcoming
Lincoln town car will be richer and classier with some modern and sophisticated features. We
can call this new generation of Lincoln Town sedan as Lincoln Continental because the exterior
design really looks so classy and modern. This sedan really looks fantastic in white body
coating that seems so shiny and adorable. Meanwhile, the mirrors use tiny design along with its
transparent black windows. The tail looks so short to resemble a sporty car. Meanwhile, the
front lights look so masculine with its LED light. Overall, this new sedan from Lincoln Town car
series really looks attractive for a young executive user. The new Lincoln Town Car will use a
modern concept for interior design. It starts with seating. The seats are coated with very soft
material in a white accent. It can really provide real comfort during driving. The headrest is also
enough to make your head comfortable. Meanwhile, the seats can load four passengers. When
you check the dashboard, it really looks outstanding with modern features. There is a
touchscreen display to control multimedia along with some functional buttons. In addition, the
wheel also looks elegant and comfortable to grip. Overall, the white and black accent on the
interior really makes this car look so futuristic and classy. What about the engine? This is the
most important part when you want to have a new car, especially if you want to have the Lincoln
Town Car. The basic model of Lincoln Town Car will use the 2. It is also equipped with a
turbocharging system. Of course, this engine can make this sedan so powerful. It is known that
this engine can produce HP with lb-ft of torque. Meanwhile, the transmission used is not
different from the previous series. The speed of this car may reach up to mph. We only need to
wait until the official release. In general, the Lincoln Town Car has some attractive features that
you may also find in many sedans. If we see it from the exterior, you can see the back part that
has a large trunk to load many belongings. It also has attractive lights with a modern look.
When we get inside the cabin, you can also find an audiovisual system to support
entertainment. The most interesting thing that you can get from this car is the leather quality of
the seating which really feels comfortable and futuristic. A safety feature is also an important
part that you have to know. As usual, this car is also completed with airbags to avoid head
injury during an accident. There are so some sensors installed to help the driver. Seat belts are
also available for the entire chairs to protect passengers. We cannot confirm other safety
features included because this car is not released yet. However, you are no need to worry
because this car will get a huge upgrade with so many additional features. Talking about the
release date, nobody knows when this Lincoln Town Car will be released. Many people hope
that this car will be released soon, but some rumors say that this car may be released in the last
quarter of If it is true, this can be your great chance to have the new model from Lincoln Town
Car in order to see the changes. So, you only need to wait for the release until next year. You
can update some new information about this car release. The price is also still unknown
because the officials do not confirm the production yet. However, when this car is finally
released, you will immediately notice the price. Will it be so expensive? Maybe, if we compare it
to the previous model, this Lincoln Town Car may be more expensive because it is totally new
and futuristic. There is no rumor about the price yet and we cannot assume it yet. Hopefully,
this new generation of Lincoln Town Car will be affordable for the general community. In

conclusion, it seems that the Lincoln Town Car will become a favorite option for those who are
looking for a new futuristic sedan. It can be seen from the complete features offered. Even
though it is not released officially yet, some Lincoln car lovers really hope that the maker will
release it soon. But, you have to wait for it because it will not be available in early Moreover,
there are so many things that we do not know about this car. What are the new features? It is all
just our opinion because we hope something bigger and more interesting. The Lincoln MKZ
lineup has been in the market for many years. There is an interesting development in it. This is
because the Lincoln Motor Company This full-size Related Posts. Recent Gallery. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They did not provide a full carfax
report. The car was dirty. We got it inspected. There was visible evidence that the car was in an
accident. However, they did not report to us about that. I would not recommend this dealership.
Max Motors service was great. Salesman Peter was extremely helpful and the purchase process
was seamless, simple and hassle free. Responded and wanted my phone I asked them to
communicate by email received no further response. Complete rip-off, this is for people with
bad credit. Mike was helpful, friendly and made the trip from San Antonio to Jourdanton totally
worth it! Mike Mixon was quick to respond to to my e-mail. Very informative and knowledgeable.
Hi, I finally found the VW bettle. I'm very happy with the whole process. I bought this car it
works great!!! I didn't have all the cash to buy the car so they had in house finance. If all goes
well I'll keep my 5star rating. Dealer has been great to communicate with! The vehicles were
already sold when I came to look. The one shown in the picture developed mechanical problems
and I did not have enough time to wait on repairs. Yes they were very helpful iam still in the
process of trying to get the truck thanks. Ben owns a small dealership and has been in business
for 20 years. He proved to be a very nice, honest, and trustworthy dealer. He promptly answered
all my phone calls and questions. The van was in very good condition, the price was great, and
there were no hidden fees. It truly was a pleasurable experience doing business with him so I
plan to buy from him again in the future. Thank you, Ben and Car Gurus for helping me find the
perfect van for my family of 8. They love it. Lincoln introduced its full-size luxury sedan in ,
when the Town Car had a lot of company among similar domestic products. Stately, elegant,
and spacious, the Town Car commands respect. This truly American vehicle has often been
used as a limousine. Once full of corners, like a long, flat box, the Town Car lost some of its
edges over the years in the name of aerodynamics. It remained stately and elegant through it all.
But times keep a-changing, and this barge of the American road probably won't be around
forever. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Lincoln Town Car listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Private Seller: Kevin.
Waimanalo, HI Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Manny. Houston,
TX Message Seller. Private Seller: E. Request Information. Read more. Lincoln Town Car
Reviews Review. What is not to like? It is a land yacht that runs on regular gas. I average 19
plus MPG combined and have seen 24 on long highway trips. The dealer bats in every area of
service but front end. I have had to bone up on keeping the steering sharp. This is my third TC
and it is the nicest one yet. It is quieter, has a better sound system and loo Why Use CarGurus?
Lincoln dealers in Atlanta GA. Lincoln dealers in Chicago IL. Lincoln dealers in Dallas TX.
Lincoln dealers in Houston TX. Lincoln dealers in Los Angeles CA. Lincoln dealers in Miami FL.
Lincoln dealers in New York NY. Lincoln dealers in Philadelphia PA. Lincoln dealers in
Washington DC. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse
Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Dealership Showcased. Powered by a cubic in Sale
pending. Possibly the lowest mileage Lincoln in existence. Only 5 miles since new! One ow
Auction Vehicle. Only 12, Original Miles! This Lincoln Signature Series is absolutely gorgeous!
The car is L Believed to be 29, miles. Very nice interior with a lot of power op Contact Seller.
This Lincoln Town Coupe. Super cool car with This is and all original New Burgundy p Refine
Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red
cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership.
This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual,
service records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary
Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary

EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in
New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to
Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center, head-up
display, and independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one
of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only
38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This
Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles
from new, retaining its original blue leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning
system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was
originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our
daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. The all-new Lincoln Town Car is a luxury sedan that should arrive later
next year. This iconic model was present since the 80s. However, after 30 years of production,
Town Car was discounted. Now, speculated comeback could become true. The same plan says
that the manufacturer will focus on the crossovers and SUVs only. For that reason, some cars
are already killed. However, the Town Car could be a luxury variant that could find its place in a
world dominated by SUVs and pickup trucks. If the comeback rumors are true, one thing is
certain. The upcoming Lincoln Town Car will look no way near the previous-gen model. This
sedan will get all-new exterior features and styling will be impressive. The new platform is a
must so we can expect small dimensional changes as well. As for the appearance, the Town Car
will get new bumpers, modern grille, and very stylish headlights. The back of the vehicle will
sport stretched taillights that will wrap into the trunk. Aerodynamics will be better, no doubt
about it. However, the ultimate goal is to deliver a luxury car that will look sophisticated and
classy. The interior will be equally stylish or even more. The forthcoming Lincoln Town Car will
get a very unique cabin design packed with modern features. We can expect traditional wood
accents combined with the modern chrome trims. All of the materials from the inside will look
premium and high-quality. Soft-touch surfaces are a must for this luxury sedan as well.
However, the modern world requires modern features inside the vehicle. For that reason,
Lincoln will opt for large 8-inch touchscreen. Besides that, the manufacturer will introduce new
infotainment system, phone integrations and much more. Stainless materials are available as
standard and we like the rumors about the rear privacy glass. Under the bonnet, new Lincoln
Town Car will most likely offer a 3. This specific unit produces hp and lb-ft of torque. It comes
with a 6-speed automatic transmission. Some rumors are even suggesting a smaller
displacement with less power. Knowing that this EcoBoost output could be an optional engine.
All-wheel-drive setup will be optional and new platform will support front-wheel-drive
configuration. The starting price could be even higher, but not drastically. This luxury sedan will
offer three trim levels but even the base model is more than well-equipped. Lincoln will release
its iconic model once again, later in It will be interesting to see how this sedan will find its place
in the luxury-car segment. The upcoming Ford Mustang GT will be the next-gen model. This
aggressive muscle car â€¦. You must be logged in to post a comment. Exterior Design If the
comeback rumors are true, one thing is certain. Interior Features The interior will be equally
stylish or even more. Like this: Like Loading Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in
to post a comment. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
auto repair manuals ford
3 wire strobe light wiring diagram
norlake freezer wiring diagram

d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

